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GENERAL  PROGRESS

Most progress has been made in the organizational sphere . The

coordination team has been defined for at least the coming 3 months and

all the strategic documents have been finalized . We have finalized the BoD .

Talks to cooperate with other organizations in other places are starting .

CHANGES  IN  OPERATING  ENVIRONMENT

In January the tension in the island has been rising . The total number of

refugees on the island increased to approximately 21 .000 . Boats have been

coming non-stop despite of the weather conditions . In January OHF decided

a couple of days not to open at all because of the tensions . Multiple protests

were organized by both the locals , the NGO ’s and the refugees . The number

of people that have been deported back has increased from 50 in total in

2019 to around 350 only in January . The arrivals camp in the north has been

closed due to political reasons , this creates a situation in which people

arriving have to wait in the cold and dark until the police bring them to

Moria the next morning . Despite all the tensions we have tried to keep the

gym operating as normal as possible , in this , we succeeded quite well .



ACTIVITIES

Yoga

- Group Yadullah

(Moria) 

- Group Mona

Yoga for Women 

- Group Miren

- Akro Yoga (Miren)

Martial Arts

- Wrestling (Vahid)

- Boxing (Omid)

- Muay Thai (Hamid)

- Jiu Jitsu (Mohmmad)

- Kung Fu (Najib)

- KIckboxing (Morteza)

  

Women 's sports

- Running (Nina)

- Yoga (Mona)

- Self Defense (Estelle)

- Dancing (Nasrin)

- Zumba (Nasrin)

- Fitness (Estelle)

Running

- Mytilini : Tue , Thurs , Sat

- Gym : Mo , Wed

Spanos

- Basket (Fife & Unai)

- Football (Arif)

- Volleyball (Hayatullah)

Bodybuilding (Saleh)

Parkour (Morteza)

Dance (Edu)

Breakdance (Ahmad)

PROJECT  UPDATES

We kept supporting our teachers that continued to

train with their students close to Moria camp or in Kara

Tepe. 

Mixed classes have been started in the gym. This

initiative have had outstanding success, with a total of

2726 students, 

The running is taking place both in Mytilini and the

gym to cover all the community that wants to continue

training.

Women's sports keep attract more and more women,

with a total of 74 students in the Gym and 266 in the

Yoga tent.
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THE  PROJECTS  IN  NUMBERS

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total number of students this month :

23

20

3786

Running
Number of students:

WRITTEN UPDATE

Division of students over the different projects: Number of men/women in

the projects :

FINANCES  
We are 100% funded through independent donations

General fundraising update

In January we finalized the

fundraising plan and we started

cooperating on improving the

contact between the fundraising

coordinator and volunteer

coordinator to involve our volunteers

better in the fundraising . Also we

started a yoga fundraising campaign

and a campaign for the yoga teacher

training . In total in January we

received donations of 3478 ,50 euros .



PROGRESS  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES

Organizational
structure

Support team

Internal

organization

We attracted the new

volunteer coordinator

and the communications

manager . Danique has

written an elaborate

handover document for

the new volunteer

coordinator .

The We have been

working on finalizing the

BoD and both Andrew

and Hilde agreed .

However there is still

work to be done to

finalize the support

team . 

Improve fundraising

Expand to other
locations

Project of the new gym

External

Strategy

The fundraising plan

has been finalized . 

WEstelle has been

talking to people in

Athens to work with

our former teachers in

the HOME project .

Estelle hsa been

talking with Iman from

Ioannina (Skravmagas

camp - where HABIBI

WORKS operates) and

there would be a

possibility to support

and expand sport

activities there , in the

first step by doing  visit

and then by sending a

female coordinator

there by beginning of

June .

Increase teacher support

Projects

The teachers have been

supported with the bus

cards and there are plans

to find more ways to

support them from next

month onwards . 



OUR  PARTNERS

WWBT Lesvos Solidarity Team Humanity

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

Spanos

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

Update on

communication

We communicated on the

volunteer coordinator position ,

on the fundraising for the Yoga

tent and on a conference in

Barcelona . other posts are about

our teacher team and our

activities . We didn ’t have any

publications . We are drafting

more communication material

for fundraising and awareness in

general .

Update on volunteers 

In general 6 volunteers in the

team , no major issues and or

particularities this

month .Volunteer coordinator on

holiday dec28-jan13 . Did the

recruitment for new volunteer

coordinator (starting from end

of February/half of March). Hired

Louise Holm (former volunteer)

as new volunteer coordinator . .

CHALLENGES  FACED

The challenge this month was mainly to decide in the team whether to stay

open or not and to make a good estimation of the safety of the situation .


